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Feature Title Notes 

WISEid: Requesting Agency no longer shows as 

Dependent Agency for Local Person ID changes 

We fixed a design flaw where the 

requesting agency for a Local Person ID 

Change Request was added to the list 

of dependent agencies needing to 

vote. 

WISEid: Hotfix-- Person Uploads now processing 

without faulting 

Prior to this release, we had a hotfix to 

correct an issue that caused faults or 

uploads that didn’t show any results. 

WISEid: New method to alert, review, and revert 

significant changes to WISEid records 

When there are substantial changes to 

the birth date or a suffix that’s changed 

from one suffix to another, we now 

create a Change Request for DPI staff 

to review. This review process will 

ensure you have the correct person. 

WISEid: Multiple large uploads at the same time no 

longer cause fault 

There was an issue that was especially 

impacting large districts doing multiple 

uploads where faults occurred for all 

file types. This has been resolved, so 

multiple large uploads can be done at 

the same time now. 

WISEstaff: School updates in Assignment UI retains 

valid grades only 

We changed the Assignment UI when 

you upload grades outside the valid 

range of the assignment and school 

combination. Now you will be able to 

see all grades, but grades that are not 

allowed for the assignment will be 

grayed out.  



● When you save an assignment 

in the UI, the grayed-out, 

invalid grades will be removed.  

● If you have the incorrect school 

or assignment, you can update 

the assignment code or school 

in the UI and save without 

losing the grades you originally 

uploaded so long as they are 

valid for the assignment and 

school combination at the time 

of saving. 

WISEstaff: Fixed Error 5700 to display only agencies 

with FTE conflict 

We fixed an issue for Error message 

5700 about cross-agency FTE issues, 

including agencies with no FTE.  Also, 

message 5700 was generated in hiring 

agencies where the staff person had no 

FTE, so now we have removed the 

error when they had no FTE to adjust. 

WISEstaff: Resolved Validate Staff Page - Refresh 

Validation paging issue 

We had an issue where validation 

messages disappeared when filtering 

on warnings. Before, if you went to a 

page with both acknowledged and 

unacknowledged warnings and 

unchecked ‘Show acknowledged 

warnings’, then you wouldn’t see any 

rows, even if you had unacknowledged 

warnings. This was fixed, so once you 

refresh, the validation filters should 

reset. 

 


